
The £1.6bn Thameslink rolling stock PPP finally reached financial close earlier this year.  
Roland Chalons-Browne, chief executive officer at Siemens Financial Services,  
tells Paul Jarvis about getting the deal over the line

Can you talk in more detail about the financing of the Thameslink 
PPP rolling stock deal and the innovation required?
The Thameslink deal is Siemens’ largest UK infrastructure project to date 
and reaching financial close is a landmark in our company’s 170-year 
history in this country. Thameslink demonstrates the strength of Siemens 
Financial Services (SFS) in structuring PPPs and is also an indication of the 
benefits that ‘captive’ financing solutions can provide in project financing 
more generally.  

Designing and securing the best possible value-for-money bid was a 
vital aspect of the deal. Yet it was also essential that the financing structure 
remained attractive to private investors. To achieve this we structured 
a PFI/PPP and receivables lease arrangement for both the Thameslink 
rolling stock and the two maintenance depots. It was financed with a debt 
facility arranged through a syndicated loan group consisting of 19 banks 
with SMBC, Lloyds, KfW and BTMU acting as mandated lead arrangers, 
alongside a debt facility from the European Investment Bank. 

The two depots have been financed exclusively by SFS using a 
receivables-type lease arrangement.

In isolation, each element might not be considered groundbreaking. 
But in structuring and packaging them together at the same time, we 
feel we met a complex financing challenge with an innovative response, 
particularly in terms of process management.

The deal signed with a host of banks providing the debt – how 
difficult was this to achieve in the current financial climate? 
Ultimately, financing Thameslink was going to take some time. Especially 
if you consider its market value and the range of stakeholders involved. 
Add into the equation the fallout from the financial crisis and it is clear 
that keeping the deal on track through to close required significant project 
finance experience and strong commitment among the other investors. 

While it is true that the deal took longer than had been originally 
anticipated, it is also true that from our perspective there was never any 
doubt that it would be signed. It was more a question of steering it through 
the choppy waters of a global recession and covering all possible scenarios 
from a risk-management perspective. Thankfully, there was a common 
belief and determination among the syndicate group as well as our project 
partners. This was certainly vital.

Certainly, the post-crisis era witnessed a sharp decline in lending 
appetite from the major project finance banks. The early signs of a recovery 
in 2010 were then also hamstrung by the onset of sovereign debt concerns 
in the eurozone, resulting in a 50% decline in the number of deals reaching 
financial close in 2012.

But the green shoots of recovery have emerged and 2013 has so far 
seen a level of buoyancy return. There is an increasing appetite for deals, 
with many previously constrained banks now providing balance-sheet 
support for project finance syndications, perhaps feeling that now is the 
right time to begin re-establishing their project finance lending credentials. 
Thameslink is a very clear example of this more optimistic outlook.

Given the changes in the debt finance market over recent 
years, do you think many more deals can be done like this or 
will there have to be a major change in approach to get them 
done quickly?
Structural changes in the debt finance market definitely look set to have 
a major impact on the long-term tenors that infrastructure financing 
requires. Because of this we expect to see a continuation of banks returning 
to the ‘originate-to-distribute’ model – a feature of the pre-crisis landscape 
– not least because it aids the deleveraging required to comply with new 
capital adequacy regulations.

Also, institutional investors are increasingly interested in infrastructure 
as an asset class given the low yields seen in the bond markets. Canadian 
pension funds’ direct investment in the UK High Speed Rail 1 project is 
a good example of this. While this is certainly a positive trend, until the 
market has really settled on how bank lenders and institutional investors 
will co-operate in the intermediation of funds, there remains a degree of 
uncertainty. In addition, these new institutional investors are typically 
very wary of early-stage project risk, which means banks, with their risk 
expertise, as well as export credit agencies and multilaterals will remain the 
major source of early-stage project financing for the time being at least.

Finally, in the UK there is the evolution of PFI into PF2, whereby 
the public sector will be a minority equity co-investor in projects. This 
is intended to increase the transparency and monitoring of projects to 
allow improved follow-through to delivery. This is certainly a change in 
approach, though whether this helps projects reach financial close in a 
shorter time remains to be seen. 
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What role does captive finance play in the project  
finance market?
Captive finance plays an important role in project finance, particularly as 
the market acclimatises to regulatory reforms and assimilates institutional 
investor groups as vital new sources of capital.

A key role is the captive’s function as a catalyst for investor confidence, 
particularly during the early stages of a project. For instance, as a deeply 
integrated business unit of its parent company, SFS has the captive’s 
advantage when it comes to evaluating early stage technology and 
construction risks, particularly in projects involving a high degree of 
Siemens content. A captive financier can leverage this expertise to the 
common benefit of co-investors in a project. 

The captive’s own involvement – whether through direct equity 
investment, debt structuring, or in an advisory capacity – can give 
confidence to the wider market in relation to a project’s practical and 
financial feasibility and help other investors feel comfortable enough with 
the risks in order to invest. 

Galvanising project confidence in this way therefore helps build the 
critical momentum needed in order to get things off the ground. It also 
supports technological innovation, since often our understanding of 
technology risks helps promote new technologies that otherwise may not 
have been used in projects due to investor uncertainty of the risks involved.

What further opportunities do you see for SFS in the UK over 
the coming years and how important a market is it for you?
The UK was Europe’s most active PPP market in 2012, accounting for 
approximately half of the overall European PPP market value and has 
continued to set the pace in 2013. So there should be opportunities out 
there. As the market leader in UK offshore wind power, we expect wind 
projects to continue to provide strong opportunities for Siemens Energy 
products and services, such as at the Round 2 Lincolnshire offshore wind 
farm near Grimsby and at London Array, as well as for SFS’s Project & 
Structured Finance Energy business.

SFS is a leading provider of innovative finance solutions to UK 
businesses and public sector organisations. We offer equipment and asset 
finance, treasury services and working capital finance. 

We are a key partner to the National Health Service, supporting the 

adoption of latest-technology imaging and other medical equipment 
through our Turnkey and Managed Equipment Service finance solutions. 
Currently, over 30% of medical equipment supplied to NHS trusts is 
financed by Siemens, with over 65% of sales supported by SFS financing. 
With an ageing population and the need for the highest standard medical 
care, this is an area we expect to provide excellent long-term opportunities 
for SFS business development. 

Furthermore, we are working in collaboration with the Carbon Trust to 
offer energy efficiency financing to UK businesses. As companies continue 
to try and meet EU energy targets we expect to see further opportunities 
for growth in this specialist field of finance.

Outside the UK, which markets are you focusing on and why?
Across Europe, there has been an increase in the number of infrastructure 
projects, particularly in transport and renewable energy, so we are keeping 
an eye on opportunities here while also continuing to service and grow our 
commercial finance operations.

In the US meanwhile, the shale gas revolution continues to offer great 
opportunities in energy infrastructure. Last year for example, we directly 
invested in the Sherman power project and we expect to see further 
investable projects, as well as the need for commercial finance in this area. 
Elsewhere in the US, we are a major supplier of equipment and financing 
solutions to the healthcare market.

While we continue to focus on servicing these mature markets, we are 
also building our presence in Asia and emerging markets. SFS recently 
launched a renminbi venture-capital fund for onshore investment into 
mainland China. We are also a major supplier of commercial and leasing 
finance to many Chinese companies, helping to keep the global economy’s 
production centre running.

Australia is another strong market, particularly in healthcare finance. 
Recent PPP deals at the Sunshine Coast University Hospital and at Bendigo 
Hospital, in which SFS provided comprehensive and bespoke financing 
on both the debt and equity tranches, are good examples of the kind of 
financing opportunities SFS sees in this market. 

We met a  
complex 
financing 
challenge with  
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response
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